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CHAFfER I 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
• 
When certain children show a deva tion trom the mean of normal. child-
ho~, they' are class1tied as "prob18l1 children." It curves were drawn to 
represent their mental, moral, and social development, some would have posi-
tive, others, negative skewness. lbat kind or curve would best characterise 
their word knowledge? Interest in this question prompted the writer to make 
a comparative studT ot two vocabul.s.rT tests, adainistered individual.ly to a 
selected group ot children reterred to the Loyola Center tor Child Guidance. 
The tests compared were the vocabula17 ot the Revised stantord-Binet 
Intelligence Test and the Word Meaning ot thestantord Achieveaent, the tor-
mer requiring an oral response to each word presented, the latter, a printed 
multiple-choice procedure, depending upon reading abllity. '!'hree tOl"llS ot 
the achievement test had been administered. One htmdreci twenty-two had been 
given the New stantord Achieve_nt, Forms V or W J 57, the stantord Pr1ma.ry, 
Form D; 14, the Stanford Advance, Form E. 
The studied group included 193 children who had been reterred tor 
psychological serri.ce to the Loyola Center between December, 1940, and Decem-
ber, 1943. Others tested during this interval were excluded because the,y 
were disabled readers who had been given diagnostiC tests, or they were 
teeble-minded who bad not been given an achievement battery. 
Chronological.l¥, the group ranged in age trom 6 Tears 8 months to 20 
Tears 6 months; aen~, trom 5 Tears 5 months to 20 Tears 6 months. BeascDs 
1 
for referral to the Center cannot be specitic~ tabulated, beca»se otten 
the immediate complaint involved only one factor, such as behavior, but the 
analYsis of the problem usually revealed a "constellation of factors." In 
general, reasons for referral were: behavior at home and at school, voca-
tiona! guidance, unsatisfactor;y school adjustment. The latter was the most 
prominent complaint listed. 
In order to obtain a complete picture of the group, it was necessar;y to 
~ 
stu.d;r the function of the 1o70la Center , its method of integrating personal 
data, and its procedure in giving pqchological service to the maladjust~ 
individual. 
The Loyola. Center tor ChUd Guidance 
Ch:lldren whose behavior is erratic, peculiar, or abnormal, whose accom-
plisbaent does not measure up to capacity, or whose abUity is unequal to the 
tasks iaposed are considered maladjusted. This group also includes those who 
persist in the retention ot infantUe habits long atter most chUdren have-
reached more mature stages of development, and those who have developed un-
desirable attitudes which prevent the. trom alting worth-.hUe contributions 
and rational adjustments to society. 
To help the maladjusted chUd solve his problems, the Loyola Center 
opened its doors tor service in JUl1, 1941. The purposes of the psycholog 
service ot the Center are adequatel1expressed in the :words of the Director: 
What does the Loyola Center for Ch:lld Guid-
anee mean? Help for unhappy boys and girls; cap-
sules of counsel tor discouraged mothers and dads. 
ChUdhood Tears should be hapP1', not sad. Unfor-
tunatelY, too JII8.II;Y children are unhaPPT and don't 
know..,here to turn. What can one do about it? 
We can try to find the roots ot their trouble-
a slow proC8ss--e.nd help the boys and girls (and 
their parents, too, of course,) to remove the 
causes, or to face the situation in a healthy 
W8"3'. Then we can let nature, aided by God's 
grace, restore the happiness that is the birth-
right of every child. (7) 
• 
How does the Center attempt "to restore the birthright?" The first step 
is the fact-finding procedure. 
Prior to the examination ot the child, parents or guardians are inter-
viewed by the Director. Since the whole situation JlUSt be canvassed, at this 
visit, the parents give the personal. and f~ history of the child. This 
includes herediv, developm.ental history, health, home conditions (both as to 
the economic situation and relationships between different members ot the 
f~), methods of training and discipline used by parents, observations as 
to the child's personaliv and conduct, an account of his interests, and a 
description of his p~ life and companions. 
A data sheet requesting the fol101fi.ng information is sent to the school, 
grades skipped, grades repeated, demotions, absences and reason for absences, 
mental tests, latest test scores in the tool subjects, latest school marks, 
specific difficulties in aChievement, special abUities, difficulties in be-
bavior, reactions to discipline, reactions to failure and success, social ad-
justment with children 1ndiv1d~ and as a group. 
The pqchologist appointed for the case, after studying and discussing 
with the Director the data subllitted b.f the parents and school, administers 
the tests. During all contacts she observes the child's attitudes, habits of 
industry, cooperation, and initiative. These are just as important as the 
actual test scores, and must be included in the final interpretation. 
4 
During the first meeting, the pqchologist ordinar~ adIlinifters the 
Revised Stanford-Binet, the Snellen test tor visual ac,uiV, and the whispered-
voice test tor auditor,r discriaiDation. The child returns another ~ tor a 
batter,r ot achievement tests. In the case ot adolescents, personaliv and 
vocational tests are often included. 
The next step 18 -humanizing and translating the tacts into a portrait 
ot the child." The pqcholog18t discusses the case with the Director betore 
she prepares her report. During this conference, they exchange information 
and piece together the available causative clues. As a result of this dis-
cussion, not oIilJr the factors that have induced the problell, but also the 
relationship of these factors becolles clearer. 
In "hum.aniziDg and translating" the facts of the case, clinical pro- . 
cedure disregards raw scores, focusing on the interpretation of these scores. 
Bot the scores, but the learning processes that they s,ymbolize are the impor-
tant feature. In her a.nal.7sis of the case, the psychologist realizes that 
It 
she cannot re17 on a -naked ps,ychoaetric test- as a Significant piece of in-
formation about the child. Since bebav10r and personaliv difficulties in 
children are ascribed to a multipliciV of causes, it is evident that salle 
of these ~ be relative17 important in sol~ the problem. of the child 
while others JDB:3' be non-essential. Aware that treatment over the whole case 
is not etfective, the ps,ychologist adopts a scale of values; therefore, her 
recommendations emphasize those points in the case at which treatment is 
possible and will produce definite results. 
The sending of the report to the parents and school does not terminate 
the case. Oftent1m.es the children need remedial measures. The Center 
arranges for the tutoring of these children. Sometimes the school or the 
home can meet this need, but lIore often the tutor has to be supplied by the 
Center. All reports encourage the parents to continue contact with the Cen-
ter as long as guidance is needed. 
Rehabilitation of IIIUY maladjusted children is due to the spiritual and 
temporal guidance received at the Center. As a child guiding agenc;y, it is 
doing a highl.1' specialized job. The fact that it has succeeded in establish-
• 
ing a norm of confidence in the lives of ma.n;r of its clients is the greatest 
cOJllPensation that it can receive. 
The Importance of Vocabu1ar;y 
The child's first words are obtained from direct association with acts, 
objects, and situations. others come from experience through the mediwa of 
words that have alreaq, become familiar. When he enters school, a new ele-
ment, the visual printed 81JDbol, is added to his means of acquiring word 
knowledge. it 
Present,..dq education is taking into account the importance of the dic-
tUlll of the Scholastics: "There is nothing in the intellect which is not 
first in the senses." Sight, bearing, touch, and the other senses are 
avenues to the mind. Todq, more than ever, educators realize that the train-
ing of the senses serYes the mind with food for thought, and that language is 
inadequate when it is not accompanied by objective realities which impress 
the senses. 
Thus it is apparent that the child's experience is important in his edu-
cative process, and since the acquisition of vocabular,y is part of this pro-
cess, experience must plq an important role in the word knowledge of the 
6 
chUd. In fact, all the levels of reading skU! have a bacltgroun# of direct 
personal experience that gives meaning to the word, and the attempt to build 
a heav,y structure of words upon a sleDder basis of experience leads ~eTita-
b~ to failure of comprehension. 
Somewhere during the elementary' school age, reading vocabulary' catches 
up with spoken vocabular,y and forges ahead. However, children who have not 
acquired phonic equiTalents to the visual symbols are often del.qed in prOi-
a. 
ress in reading. Marion Monroe (16) points out that these children fail to 
comprehend the meaning of the text. They- cannot utilize context in giviDg 
cues to words since their vocabular.r is too meager to suggest possibilities 
for the unknOllD words. 
It is evident, then, that three factors: experience, phonic elements, 
and visual 81JIbols are important in the building ot word knowledge, and this 
studT considered these three aspects and their relation to each other. 
There seemed to be some evidence that the children whose vocabulary was in-
adequate were handicapped in the long and labored task of building up their 
knowledge. SUch children are usual.l7 labeled as academic failures. 
Vocabul.arT also plqs an important part in the social life of the child, 
and unless he is able to use and comprehend the meaning of words expressed b7 
the children of his own group, he is l1kelt to be ostracized b;y them. Of 
course, there is no evidence that the child -who stands apart from his group 
as anti-social- is deficient in TOcabul.ar)r. In general, however, the acadea-
ic and social happiness of the child are closelT allied to his· com_DC! of 
words, and since his vocabul.a17 is either an asset or a liabilit,y to him, its 
importance should not be mini.ized. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
In reading psychological and educational literature one is impressed by 
the nature and variety of vocabul.a17 studies. In a panoraaic arraagellent 
the,y are flashed before the reader, sometimes emphasizing the vocabular,y of 
the child, at other tiMs, that of the adolescent and the adult. The captio~ 
"Fro. lurser,r School to College" would adequate17 describe these diversified 
studies. 
The iaportance of voca.bul.ary studies was emphasized by" Kirkpatrick, one 
of the earlier investigators in the field of word knowledge, who sqs: 
The vocabular,y of a person represents in a 
condensed and symbolic f01'll all that he has ex-
perienced and imagined. The breadth of his men-
tal experience is indica ted by' the number of 
words that have for him a meaning, while the ac-
curacy of his thinking is shown by" the constancy 
and e:xactneas of meaning with which he uses words. 
The studT of the vocabular,y ought therefore to 
be an iaportant branch of PSTchological investi-
gation. (13:157) 
It 
The nUllerous studies that have been undertaken seem like an answer to 
the plea of this ear17 pioneer. Since it would be impossible to inTest1gate 
all of them, the writer thought it best to review the literature that em-
phasized factors related to her problem. These factors are: (a) size of 
vocabuJ..a.r,r, (b) vocabular,y and intelligence, ec) vocabularT of the Stanf'ord-
Billet and Word Meaning of the Stanford Achievement Test. 
7 
Size ot Vocabulary 
It is the contention ot maqy authorities that vocabular,r at ~ age 
level is difticult to deteraine. On the other hand, the tallac;y ot this is 
championed by Carroll, who advances the tollowing arguaenta 
The linguistic response is direct~ observ-
able and identitiable..... It can be studied 
in teras ot the stimuli with which it is asso-
ciated or in terms ot the rate ot occurrence 
under specific conditions. The linguistic re-
sponse qua response can thus be treated behavior-
istically. It has the particular advantage that 
it can be treated read~ in terms ot the law ot 
learning. The linguistic response is countable. 
It is thus amenable to statistical and ·P87cho-
metric treatment, particularl1' when numbers ot 
responses are studied. (5:102) 
8 
The above argument is substantiated by Skinner. He cl.aiu that although 
the stantord-Binet scale shows a rectilinear growth, the probable increase in 
size ot vocabular.r has positive acceleration, at least during preschool and 
elementar,r school Tears. Atter analJzing the studies ot several investiga-
tors, he concludes: 
The median vocabulary is two to tour 
words at one Tear, twentT-two words at eighteen 
months, one thousand words at three Tears, 
twenty-tive hundred words at six Tears, and 
tifteen to eighteen thousand words tor the high 
school senior. (19:139) 
Kirkpatrick (13) asserted that an accurate index of the size ot one's 
It 
understanding vocabu1.ar7 might b,. obtained by a test made up ot a hundred 
words taken by chance troa the dictiona1'1'. Studies similar to Kirkpatrick.' s, 
utilizing words from the dictionaI7, were ilade by Babbit (1), Brandenburg 
(7), and Terman (8). 
9 
!he latter selected the last word of every sixth column ii a dictionar,r 
containing approximatel1' 18,000 words, presuma.b~ the 18,000 I10st co_on 
words in the language. The test was based on the assuaption that 100 words 
selected according to some arbi trar;r rule will be a large enough sampling to i 
afford a fairlJr reliable index of a child t s vocabul.ar;y. !his vocabuJ.ar,y test 
was arranged and standardized 1>7 Childs and !eran in 1911. It 1f8.S used in 
the Stanford-Binet Scale, but in the 1937 PfYised Stanford-Binet, the number 
of words was reduced to 45. 
!erman claimed that an estimate of the size of a child's vocabUlar,J 
could be obtained by multiplJring the number of words known in the test b7 
100. Thus, the child who defined 20 words correctq had a vocabuJ.arr of 
3,600 words. According to the standards for the different :years, determined 
by- the vocabul.a.rT reached by 60 to 65 per cent of the subjects of the various 
mental levels, this child would have a vocabuJ..ary on the eight-y-ear level, 
regardless of his chronological age. 
In defense of this sampling !erman states: 
It ~ seem to the reader alaost incredible 
that so small a sampling of words would give a 
reliable index of an individual t s vocabul.ar7. 
!hat it does so is due to the operation of the 
ordinar,y laws of chance. It is analogous to . 
predicting the results of an election when onlr 
a small proportion of the ballots have been 
counted. It it is known that a ballot box con-
tains 600 votes, and 1£ when o~ 30 have been 
counted it is found that they are div1c1ed be-
tween two candidates in the proportion of 20 
and 10, it is sate to predict that a complete 
count will give the two candidates approrlllatel1' 
400 and 200 respeetivel1'. (9:229-2.30) 
10 
Attacking the inadequate results ot these ear~ studies, Scblresinger 
• 
(18) in her studT ot the social-ethica1 significance ot vocabular,y agrees 
with Doran (6) that ear~ estimates ot the extent ot vocabulary at difterent 
age levels reveal conclusions that are speculative or based on inadequaate 
evidence. Schwesinger also adds that even nth more 8,1stell8.tically planned 
methods, later investigations have resulted in no less wide~ difterent 
conclusions. 
.. 
Random sampling from a dictionar,r has been sharplf criticized as an in-
adequate method ot determining a person's vocabularT. However, it is prob-
able that 'rerman's list used in the Stantord-Binet, subjected to retined 
statistical ~sis, and estimating .here a child stands in the distribution 
ot children ot his own mental age, JII81' be highl.T significant as an education-
al tool in determining the word knowledge ot the child. Since present-ciaT 
educational lIethods emphasize the achievement ot pupUs according to intel-
lectual development, rather than according to chronological age, the vocabu-
.. larr ot the chUd, whether it be rated as an index ot intelligence or not, 
should be weighed in the light ot the child's mental age. 
Vocabular,y and Intelligence 
Betore the daTs ot intelligence testing, there were ~ investigators 
who thought ot the possible significance ot the vocabular,r test as a measure 
ot intellectual abUity_ Kirkpatrick (op. cit.) considered the possibUiV 
ot using a vocabular,y test for admission to college. With the introduction 
of intelligence tests, ~ attempts have been made to correlate vocabular,y 
with the intelligence quotient and with mental age. Brandenburg (op. cit.) 
11 
found a coefficient of .69 between scores on a combination of sewral intel-
ligence tests (ICnox-Bealy, Binet-simon, Cortis Reading, Starch Reading and 
Spelling) and vocabuJ.ar,y. 
Terman (op. cit.) has always maintained that the vocabulary test is the 
best single test of general intelligence. He claims that if the vocabula-y 
test alone be given in the Stanf'ord-Binet series, the resulting I.Q. will 
probably be within 10 per cent of the I.Q. to be· obtained frOIl the entire 
a. 
scale. He reports a correlation of .91 between scores on the vocabuJ.ar,y test 
and scores on the entire scale, claiming that except for those children who 
COile froll exceptional holles, a measure of verbal ability" might be u.sed with-
ou.t injustice to indicate level ot intelligence. 
Cognizant of the fact that a test to be a valid measure of intelligence 
should trr to be less representative of everyday' experience in which language 
. 
p~s an t.portant role, Terman made a great etfort to increase the number ot 
non-verbal tests. He admits that like other investigators he found it diffi-
If 
cult to devise non-verbal tests tor the upper leTels which satisty the re-
quirements at T8.lidity", reliabUity", and econOlll.Y. He states: 
••• At these levels the major intellectual 
difterences between subjects reduce largely to 
differences in the ability" to do conceptual 
thinking, and facility in dealing with concepts 
is most readily samp1ed by' the use of verbal 
test. Language essentially is the shorthand at 
the higher thought processes, and the level at 
which this shorthand functions is one of the 
most important determinants ot the level of the 
processes of themselves. (22:5) 
In Wechsler's recent efforts to standardize an examination suitable for 
adults, he expresses an 'appreciation at the Terman vocabular,y. He writes: 
• • • our experience has shown that factors of 
schooling, etc., influence the effective range of 
an individual's vocabul.a.ry' much less than is COII-
lIonlT expected. We have been much surprised to 
find that illiterates and even individuals of 
foreign birth who have acquired onlT a moderate 
8.IlQunt of English are penalized far less b.r a vo-
cabulary test than by man;y other seemingly less 
linguistic. (251301) 
• 
12 
Further evidence of the relationship of voeabul.ary and intel11g~nce is 
furnished by Snedden (20). In an effort to establish a technique of testing 
... 
adults, and to determine to what extent intelligence can be measured objec-
tivelT during the course of an interview, this investigator gave a vocabul.ar;y 
test in disguised form. The words were selected from Schwesinger's (18) 
social-ethical vocabulary test and presented to the subject in such a way 
that the latter had no idea that he was being tested. The following table 
shows the correlation of the disguised intelligence-test interview with 
various tests of general intelligence. 
Tests 1" 
Disguised Intelligence and Alpha .8243 
Disguised Intelligence and otis .8162 
Disguised Intelligence and Terman .8024 
S.D. 
r 
.0302 
.0314 
.0335 
If 
Although Snedden is aware that in this study vocabulal7 was correlated 
with tests that were highlT charged with elements of vocabul.a.ry' difficultJ, 
he nevertheless concludes: 
It is the writer's guess, however, made purelT 
on the basis of the above data, that in a popula-
tion having a Standard Deviation of about 30 months 
Mental Age, a pertectlT reliable vocabular,r test 
would correlate with a pertectlT reliable test ot 
general intelligence about .88. (20:34) 
13 
In the vocabul..a.J.7-intelligence relationship, the part that.ord know, 
ledge plqs in intelligence tests has been the subject ot controversial d~a­
cuss1on. lIan;y authorities claim that intelligence tests that are essent~ 
based upon word knowledge are not adequate Ileans ot testing the intelligellee 
ot children. Gardner (9) protests that children residing in remote distrtcts 
and in humble circumstances, deprived of books and an opportunitT to hear 
language spoken extens1ve17, might be at a decided disadvantage. He asks :1t 
• 
it is sound practice to measure intelligence, that which is inherited, with 
intelligence tests that are largely dependent upon vocabulary, which is ac" 
quired. 
This same idea is expressed by Dr. Ide who contends: 
The size of the vocabular,y, tor instance, and 
the amount of general information collected, de-
pend upon two factors: first, the innate mental 
abiliv of the chUd; and second, his environmen-
tal opportunities. The first is, of course, un-
changeable; the second can be and is often 
changed. (12-160) 
.. 
From the above conclusions, it is apparent that children are penaJ.izect 
if they have not bad the opportunity' to come in contact with the words em-
ploTed in intelligence tests. In order to substantiate this conclusion, 
Gardner (op. cit.) experimented with a group of 174 children. The purpose ot 
the investigation was to ascertain whether the intelligence quotients ot t~ 
children would increase under conditions in which they had an artificial &.n(t 
abnormal.ly favorable opportun1 V to learn the meaning of words previous17 1lll-
known, but appearing in an intelligence test subsequent17 taken. 
The group, pupils of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades of Fair Gardett 
School, Knoxville, Tennessee, were given the National Intelligence Test, 
Scale A, Form 1. Immediately upon the completion ot the test, eagh child 
was given the vocabul.ary test which included 219 words taken from the Nation-
al Intelligence Test, Scale A, Form 2. When the latter test was checked, it 
was returned, so tbat each child could see his errors. Then an intensive and 
extensive method ot teaching the words was instituted. Seven months later, 
the National Intelligence Test, Scale A, Form 2, ot which the words bad been 
taught, was given. The differences in I.Q. of the two tests ranged from a 
loss of seven points to a gain ot 49 points, with some making the same score 
on both tests. Of those who lost, fifty per cent bad an I.Q. of less than 
75 as determined by both tests. Six'tT-two per cent of the total number who 
actua.l.ly lost bad an I.Q. under 90. Five children made no change on the 
tests at all. Eigh~ per cent of those who did not advance bad an I.Q. ot SO 
and under. Of those who failed to gain and those who lost, almost 70 per 
cent bad an I.Q. below 90. However, DI8.DY other children with low I.Q. made 
nice progress. According to the investigator, the reason for this is unknown 
The experimenter concludes his 8UIDJII8.l'7 with the following statement: 
The general conclusion of this studT is that 
added language or the knowledge of the meanings 
of words affords added ability to do abstract 
thinking and reflects itself in a raised I.Q.J 
tbat pupils with superior language advantages 
bave superior opportuni~ to express their native 
intelligence. It is not here contended that the 
teaching of word meanings will put native intel-
ligence where it has Dot alread1' been placed bf 
natureJ it o~ makes possible greater intelli-
gence manifestation, other things being equal ••• 
(9:59) 
The question of the relationship of intelligence and vocabul.arT is still 
open for rebuttal. Considering the fact that 1lI8.D1' educators and psychologjsts 
15 
are undecided as to the real meaning of intelligence, it is not surprising 
• 
that there is controverST. Since intelligence, the very topic of the argu-
ment, is not clearly defined, it is not strange that false conclusions resul: 
One of the most common definitions of intelligence is that it is the 
ability to do abstract thinking. This definition is acceptable, provided 
that the abstract thinking includes concepts that are immaterial or spiritual 
entities existing in the mind by means of which the mind grasps the innermost 
.. 
reasons or essences of things and understands that each essence ~ be 
realized in an unlimited number of individuals. Now, if word meanings are 
tools of abstract thinking, it natural.ly follows that the more tools a person_ 
possesses, the more abstract thinking he will do. On the other band, one bas 
to consider that it is not onlJ the possession of the tools, but also more 
efficient use that will finally result in better abstract thinking. 
Study Comparing the Stanford-Binet Vocabulary and the Word Meaning 
of the Stanford Achievement 
it 
Although there have been some studies which utilized the Stanford-Binet 
test and the Stanford Achievement Scale, as far as the writer can ascertain, 
Florence Goodenough (10) is the only one who considers the vocabularies of 
the two tests. She compared the Reading Tests of the Stanford Achievement 
Scale aDd other variables, among which was the vocabul.arJ of the Stanford-
Binet. Her data were taken from the records of 100 cbUdren who were studied 
at the Minneapolis Child Guidance Clinic between October, 1924, and April, 
1925. 
Chronologically, the group ranged from 6 to 17 , with a mean age ot 11.7 
years and a Standard Deviation ot 2.45, as shown on the following page. In 
16 
the grade distribution (indicated on p. 16) the Standard Dev1atioi is shown 
in halt-Tears because ot mid-term promotions. The distribution ot the In-
telligence Quotient shown below, upon inspection, appears to be a normal dis-
tribution. 
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Commenting on the 1ntercorrelations (grade placement, chronological age, 
mental age, mental age vocabul.a.ry, vocabular7 ot the Stantord-Binet and Word 
Meaning ot the Stanford Achievement Scale), Goodenough says: "It is inter-
esting to note that tor the total group correlation between grade placement 
and chronological age 1s higher than between grade placement and either men-
tal age or reading ability.- (10:526) 
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In summarizing, the investigator points out the following facts as re-
4 
vealed in the stuc1y: (1) The correlation between grade placement and chrono-
logical age was found to be higher than between grade placement and any of 
the measures of ability. (2) A high correlation was found between the read-
ing tests of the Stanford Achievement Scale and thg Staniord-Binet mental 
test. (3) The Stanford-Binet vocabulary test shows a very high correlation 
both with mental age and the score on the reading tests. Of the three tests 
it correlates hig~ with the Word Meaning. t4) Children of superior mental 
abilit,r tend to make their highest score on those tests involving the larger 
language units. They are l1kelJr to make their lowest on the word meaning 
test. With backward children, the reverse tendency is noted. (5) In cases 
where econo., of time became necessary, the use of Test 3 (Word Keening) 
alone as a measure of reading ability introduces a relativelJr small element 
of error when compared with the results which would bave been obtained b7 the 
use of the total series of three tests. 
.. 
CHAPTER III 
JlATERIALS AND ME'fHOD OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
The Stanford-Binet Scale 
The development of reliable tests wh8reby degrees of intelligence can be 
gauged in individuals represents one of the reallf great achievements of 
modern experim.ental ps;ychology. The iJaportanee of ps;ychological testing is 
emphasized by Harmon who writes: 
For most practical purposes it is not suf-
ficient merelf to ~ that a given subject is 
bright or dull, intelligent or unintelligent; 
but one would like to know .l¥m bright or l!2!. 
dull this particular individual IIIB1' be. Is he, 
for example, more intelligent than three-fourths 
of the population at large; dull as the lowest 
10 per cent of his fellows; or onl7 as intelli-
gent as the average person? These are the ques-
tions which intelligence tests are designed to 
answer. (1l:389) 
As was pointed out in the previous chapter, the meaning of intelligence 
is a controversial point, and ps,rchologists are cognizant of the difficulty 
. . 
of def~ intelligence functiona.l.lf, that is, in teras suitable for meas-
urement. Harmon questions the possibility by asking: 
Granting that intelligence is the actual 
manifestation of intellect; that it is dis-
plqed in the processes of abstraction, concept 
formation, judgment, and reasoning; and granting; 
too, that intellectual activity is mingled to a 
greater or less extent with much of our ordinary 
behaVior, bow is this to help us when it comes 
to measuring the extent to which intelligence is 
displqed in one's dailf life? (1l:389)' 
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This author points out that Binet's interpretation of 1ntell!gence as 
"adaptabUitT to a novel situation" justified him in atteaptiDg to measure 
intelligence. Without doing violenoe to the true concept of intellect, Binet 
has been sOIIewhat specific in indicating and describing situations in which 
intelligent or unintelligent behavior DI81' be observed. Hanton adds that by' 
following Binet's procedure, the psychologist is enabled to obtain a picture 
of the intellectual efficiency of a given individual, and on this basis, to 
• 
make certain predictions as to how that individual will or will not react in 
other situations involving similar functions. 
IIaDT pqchologists atteapting to measure intelligence have faUed, not 
onlT because of the iDadequac,y of standardized scales, but also because ot 
contusion of distinction between sense and intellect. Recognizing these 
obstacles, Binet made a valiant attempt to produce a test that would measure 
intelligent adaptabUiV to novel situations. 
In 1900 an association ot ps,ychologists and educators, under the direc-
it 
tion ot Binet, worked on practical school problems. In 1904 the Minister ot 
Public Instruction appointed Binet a member of a commission composed of medi-
cal men, educators, and scientists, to make recommendations for the adaini8-
tration of special classes in the public schools of France. Despite consid-
erable opposition by' DIB.Dl' of the pl:\Ysicians, Binet determined to put mental 
tests to practical use, and along with him Simon tried them out in the 
schools. The test known as the Simon-Binet Scale had thirV tests, arranged 
in a series of increasing ditficultT, and grouped according to age. The 
tests were administered to groups of normal and abnormal French school chil-
dren. FrOll these results, the authors were able to indicate roughly how tar 
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into the scale a child of a given age would work. Binet reaJ.ised. that ODe ot 
the important objectives 1f8.S the standardization of procedures. 
Practice -with the 1905 Scale provided Binet with the experimental data 
for the next reT1sion. In the 1908 revised scale, the tests were classitied 
according to the mental age level tor which they were most appropriate. The 
object ot this classitication was to place a given item at that age level 
where it would be passed. by the average chUd of the age in question. In 
other words, this scale grouped the tests according to mental age, and to 
Binet talls the honor ot c17staUising this term. 
( 
In 1911, Binet rearranged some of the age levels, introducing some new 
tests and omitting a few older ones. At first he had utilised rather crude 
methods, but gradual.ly by careful experimentation he refined them, until he 
tine ]'1 produced a new method for the measurement of intelligence. 
The Binet Scale was introduced into America by Goddard, who standardised 
a scale suited to American children. He used the 1908 Scale as a basis. 
.. 
Other revisions ot the Binet Scale were made by Kuhlmann aid Yerkes. The 
main contribution ot the tormerwas the standardisation of the tests for ages 
below three. 
In 1916, Terman and his co-workers made a thorough revision of the ori-
ginal Binet ScaJ.es, using the test results of the 1908 and 1911 Scales. The 
placing of six tests in each age group silllplitied calculations for mental age 
in years and months. The data for the reVision, known as the Stanford-Binet, 
were based. upon the examination of 2,300 subjects including 1,700 normal 
children, 200 mental defectives and superior children, and 400 adults. 
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Terman claimed that although the Stanford-Binet afforded a aatisfactar1JJ 
valid and reliable measure over a fair~ wide intermediate range, it was de-
fective at both extremes. He admitted that a number of tests of the scale 
were unsatisfactory because of low validity', difficult,y of scoring, suscep-
tibilit,y to coaching, etc. He realized that' one of the severest limitations 
to the usefulness of the scale was the fact that no alternative form was 
available for use in retesting or as a safeguard against coaching. Therefore, 
• 
in the 1937 revision, two scales, Form L and Form I, were provided, differ·ing 
almost complete~ in content, but mutual~ &qui valent with respect to diffi-
cult,y, range, reliability, and val1d1t,y. In content Form L bears greater 
resemblance to the original Stanford-Binet Scale. 
The Revised Stanford-Binet Scale, despite its improved standardization 
and technique, is still subjected to a volley- of criticism. Some ps,ycholo-
gists claim that it is an antiquated, 'Unreliable instrument which should give 
. 
place to more modern and scientific' tecbniques. Others persist in regarding 
it as the best ps,rchological instrument at their disposal. Vernon, one of 
its champions and defenders, writes: 
The Binet test partakes of both the clin-
ical and psychometric approaches. It has fiex-
ibilit,y and the control of the subjective situ-
ation characteristic of the clinical interview, 
but at the same time sufficient objective control 
to ;yield a reliable measure of abilit;y. Binet's 
first scale was predominantly clinical; the 
tests were chosen from children's everyday ex-
perience and were intentionally heterogeneous, 
so as to supply the tester with as ~ different 
samples as possible of the testee's mentality'. 
But at the SaBle time the tasks were selected 
so as to discrisinate between older and ;younger 
children. To this extent the ps,rchometric con-
ception was adopted; the number of tasks provided 
an index of the testee's mental maturit;r. In the 
Stanford revisions, especia1l1 in the most recent, 
Terman appears to have compromised further with • 
ps,rchometric standards, since the tests are some-
what less representative of ever.r~ experience, 
their application and scoring have been made more 
definite, and there has been a more elaborate 
stuq, of the consistenc,y of each test with the 
scale as a whole. (24-106) 
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The iaportance of the Stanford-Binet Scale as a clinical tool is em.-
phasized by Loutitt who states: "In a recent survey of psychological clinics 
made by the Clinical Section of the American fs,yehological Association, 
(1935), it was found that the most frequently used test was the Stanford 
revision of the Binet.a (15:49-50) 
The high reliabUiv of the Stanford-Binet as a .hole mq be somewhat 
indicative of the high reliablli~ of single tests in the scale. Therefore, 
the vocabulaI7, as a single test, could be considered a significant criterion 
with which to compare other vocabularies. The fact that the vocabular,y test 
is used to determine whether or not the subject knows the meaning of the word, 
and not whether he can give a completelT logical definition, is another 
reasonwlijr it can be used as a reliable standard of comparison with other 
tests of word-meaning. 
In an article defending the vocabular,y test as a psychological tool, 
Harriet Babcock asserts: 
Terman's discover,r of the relation of the 
vocabuJ.a.ry test to developing intelligence might 
not have changed the general idea that it was 
dependent upon age and experience, since oppor-
tunity to know more words is of course greater 
at each lite age, if he bad not also found out 
that children who did not succeed in school knew 
a smaller number ot critical words than children 
ot the ~ age who did well in school; and that 
the ones who did best had the largest vocabularies, 
often even whenthe,r were younger and when a 
foreign language was spoken in the boae. (2:246) 
if 
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The ",ears have onl7 served to strengthen Terman's original qaluatiOD of 
the vocabular7 test. Research has shown that in the hands of experienced 
ps,ychologists it is like a powerful searchlight which throws light on the 
mental capaci V, and in lII&DT instances predicts the mental age. 
The Stanford Achievement Test 
Intelligence tests are designed to measure manifestations of general in-
tellectual capacit,r as demonstrated in &ct1on~ behavior. Achievement 
tests attempt to measure a child's accomplishments and attainBents in speci-
fic studies. These tests provide an estimate and evaluation of a child's 
level of performance. As educational tools, both are of par8JlOunt iIIpor-
tance. As clinical tools, both a:re essential in giving a complete picture of 
the chUd. 
In the Loyola Center for Child Guidance, III8.'D7 Vpes of achievement tests 
are administered. The PS1chologist chooses the test that will "bring to the 
foreground" the best achievement of the child being tested. One of the mo.t 
frequentlJ selected tests is the Stanford Achievement Test. 
This test, appearing in two forms, A and B, was first published in 1923. 
It was standardized and equated on the basis of scores of 1500 pupUs. In 
1925, the norms were revised on the basis of caretul sampling of 2000 cases 
from elementar,r school pupUs in twent,r-four cities or districts in the 
United States. A thorough revision of the tests was completed in 1929, giv-
ing the new forms U, V, W, Y, and Z. The Directions for Administering the 
New Stanford Test explain the purpose of the reviSion. The following are the 
most essential reasons: 
The revision extended the Paragraph Mean-
ing to measure ninth-grade ability. The Sen-
tence Meaning Test was discontinued, since the 
other two reading tests cover the subject ade-
qua te~. The length of the line was shortened 
in most of the tests to conform with the results 
of scientific investigations of e,ye movements, 
and to simpl11Y the scoring ••• (2la2) 
Later an advanced battery- was introduced. The 1940 edition contained a 
battery- of tests that surveyed the fields of reading, language usage, arith-
metic, literature, social SCience, elementary. science, and spelling. Indivi-
dual subject tests were then aTallable with alternate forms, D, E, F, G, and 
H. 
Since reading challenges the child's ability to grasp not only the mean-
ing of the total context, but also his sk1ll in acquiring the meaning of 
isolated words, a test in reading should consider both aspects. To meet this 
requirement, all forms of the Stanford Reading Achievement Test are divided 
into two sections, nameJ.T: Word Meaning, and Paragraph Meaning. 
IA8J'ling plqs a predoainant role in both phases. This is emphasized .7 
Skinner who writesa 
The growth of meaning of a word is essen-
tial.l3' a growth in the number of contextS in 
which it mq be used and to which it may con-
tribute. It is not so much that a given word 
has a fringe of imagery-, ideas, and the like, 
joined to it more or less firml.y, as that it 
can enter fni tf'u1l1' into II8lO" language or per-
ceptual patterns. When a new ideo-verbal or 
perceptual verbal pattern contains an old word, 
that word's meaning bas grown; when a familiar 
ideational or perceptual pattern contains a new 
word, vocabular,r has grown in size • • • 
(19:139-140) 
A similar interpretation of the growth of mA8J'ling is expressed by'Moore: 
Meaning is knowledge; it is not a picture. 
It is a definite act of the mind. It has its 
duration. It has something akin to intellec-
tual intensiV; the brightness, the brUlianCT 
of an intellectual insight. • • (17:.3.30-.331) 
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The im.portance of the meaning of the word in learning to recognize the 
printed form was made strikingl1' evident in certain experiments on learning 
nonsense words, in comparison with the learning of word forms which have m 
ing or to which meanings are given in the learning situation. Psychological 
• 
studies, such as the Ebbinghaus experiments, show that the more clear and 
vivid the meaning of a syJIbol-auch as a printed word-the more readily an 
individual is able to learn to recognize the symbol visual.lJ'. 
The successfUl master,y of language for the child as well as for the 
adult is close~ associated with the meaning of words. The importance of 
acquiring the meaning of language is adequatel1' expressed by Father Leen. 
An initiation into e. language implies two 
things, which in practice cannot be separated. 
It implies the acquisition of the power to 
handle intelligentl1' the verbal signs proper 
to that language in the exercise of reading 
and writing; it brings with it as well an ac-
quaintance with the thought expressed through 
verbal signs. (14:78) 
.. 
An anaqsis of the meaning of "meaning," leads to the question: How are 
we to know that the chUd has a clear understanding of the meaning of the 
word? There has to be some standard that will determine this. This studT 
considers two standards, the Stantord-Binet Vocabular,y Test, and the Word 
Meaning of the Stanford Achievement Test. In experimental technique one 
constant is common in both; but, since one requires an oral response, and the 
.other is a multiple-choice procedure depending on reading abUiv, lDaD1' 
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variables are present. The description of the procedure which follows, at-
• 
tempts to a.nal.y'ze the constant in the light of the ftriables. 
Method of Procedure 
The fact that all important facts about each case were methodical.l7 ar-
ranged in the files of the La,yola Center for Child Guidance greatl1 facili-
tated the collection of data. The nature of the investigation necessitated 
not onlf the collecting of data pertaining toa. the vocabu.lary of the Children, 
but also an understanding of educational and ps,rchological factors that in-
nuance word meaning. 
Such questions as the following were formulated: What is the mental 
capacity of the group? What factors are preventing the group from using men-
tal capacity efficien~ in the learning process? What other criteria be-
sides intellectual capacity must be considered? Is achievement in line with 
the abilit,r of the group? Answers to these interrogations required the tabu-
lation of the following data: (1) chronological age, (2) mental age, (3) .. 
intelligence quotient, (4) present grade placement, (5) number of schools 
attended, (6) number of words defined Oil the Stanrord-Binet Vocabu.lar,y Test, 
(7) number of words recognized on the Word Meaning of the Stanrord Achieve-
ment Test, (8) Reading age and Reading grade indicated on the Word Meaning 
Test of the Stanford Achievement Test, (9) Reading age and lteading grade 
shown on the Paragraph Meaning of the Stanford Achievement Test. 
Anal,ysis or "diagnosis," to use clinical language, was the next step in 
the procedure. To facilitate the anal1sis, statistical methods, which are 
valuable summarizing or "shorthand" devices, were emplQfed. 
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Chronological and mental age were arranged in a scatter-tiiagpm, and the 
mean, median, standard deviation, range, lOth-90th percentile range were de-
termined. Intelligence quotient, and schools attended were listed in a fre-
quency table, and measures of variability' and central tendency were dete_~ 
Deviations from grade placement were computed from a Mental J&!.!:l!S. GraA4 
ExpectancY: Table, designed by' Marion Monroe and used at the Chicago Bureau of 
Child StudT. According to this table it is assumed that the average age for 
• beginning first grade is six Tears; the average age for beginning second 
gracie, seven Tears, etc. Deviations for both c~onological age and mental 
age were determined from this chart. Thus, for example, one child in the 
fifth grade had a chronological age of II years and 10 months and a mental 
age of 6 Tears. The chart indicated chronological-age grade placement as the 
ninth. month of sixth gracie, and mental-age grade placement as the first month 
of first grade. According to his chronological-age grade expectancy, he 
shows a negative deviation of one year; mental-age grade expectancy indicates 
It 
a positive deviation of four Tears. 
To complement the former data, grade placement and vocabul&.rT scores of 
the Stantord-Binet were correlated with mental age, chronological age, and 
intelligence quotient respective:Q'. 
The next step in the procedure was to compare the vocabul&.rT of the 
Stanford-Binet with the Word Meaning of the Stanford Achievement Test. Since 
four forms of the latter had been administered, and o~ two were comparable 
in scores, three separate comparisons were necessary, namel1': (1) the 
stantord-Binet vocabul&.rT with the Stanford Primar,y, Form D, (2) the 
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Stanford-Binet vocabul..ar7 with the Stanford Advanced, Fora E, (3) the 
• 
Stanford-Binet vocabulary with the New Stanford, Forms V and W. There were 
57 cases in the first group; 14 in the second; and 122 in the third. 
Three methods of comparison :were used: correlation, measures of central 
tendency, and measures of variability. Following the advice of Broom (4) who 
suggests that it is best to compute not ~ the mean but also the median and 
to report both in aJ\Y given frequency distribution, these two measures of 
central teDdenc,y were determined. 
Since it is not enough to know the average measures for frequenc;y dis-
tributions that are being compared, information also must be given as to 
their homogeneiV. The standard deviation as a measure is very appropriate 
for this purpose. A standard deviation of large '98.lue, then, reveals a lack 
of normal consistency in the group. It indicates that the cases included in 
the aggregate tend to be heterogeneous rather than homogeneous. 
If 
CHAPTER IV • 
PRESENTATION AID INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The previousl,;r described procedure yielded results that require inter-
pretation from ~ angles. In order to eluc~te the major problea of this 
studT, certain educational and psychological factors pertaining to the group 
as a whole have to be considered. These will be presented first • 
• Table I presents the chronological and mental age. 
, 
TABLE I 
CHBOilOLOGICAL AlID MENTAL AGE OF'THE 193 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY , 
.Chrono- Mental Age logical Total 
Age 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1.3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
I 
20 1 1 
19 1 1 
18 1 1 
17 1 1 1 2 '5 
16 1 1 .2 1 .3 2 1 1 1 13 
15 1 1 .3 .3 5 .3 2 .2 1 1 22 
1.4 1 1 .2 .3 1 .2 
-' 5 :3 .2 6 28 
13 1 1 4 .2 2 4 .2 2 2 20 
12 1 .2 7 4 .2 .3 .4- .2 25 
11 1 1 3 5 1 6 .2 .3 1 2.3 
10 1 1 2 9 .3 .2 .2 1 1 22 
9 .3 .3 3 4 1 :u 
8 1 .3 .2 4 1 11 
7 1 1 3 5 
6 .2 .2 
Total .3 2 5 18 15 ~ 23 20 13 19 19 5 6 7 8 2 193 
29 
.30 
As indicated in Table I, chronologically the group ranges froll 6 to 20 
.. 
years and mental.l1' trom 5 to 20 years. In 8.lV" clinical stud;r, mental and 
chronological ages are important factors. Chronological age is considered in 
the child's social development, but more important consideration is given to 
mental age, determined by the amount of mental ability ,manifested in the 
adjustment that life demands of him. 
The scatter-dlagram is one of the best 1I'81"S of seeing at a glance the 
;/> 
individuals whose mental development shows marked deviation trom the normal. 
For example, twenty-two of the group have a chronological age of ten; two 
. . 
represent the extremes, the one baving a men~ .age of five and the other a 
mental age '~f ~enty. When comparing the chronological and mental age of the 
others, wide divergence is noticeable in maqy instances. 
The following table gives the distribution of the intelligence quotients 
of the group. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGmCE QUOTIENTS OF THE 19.3 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
Intelligence 
.Quo..tients 
190 - 199 
180 - 189 
170 - 179 
160 - 169 
150 - 159 
140 - 149 
1.30 - 1.39 
1.20 _ 12Q 
Number 
1 
5 
13 
22 
Intelligence 
()11n+''' .';;+:.a 
lio - ll9 
• 
100 - 109 
90- 99 
80- 89 
70 - 79 
60- 69 
50 - 59 
40 - 49 
Number 
.34 
.35 
2.3 
.31 
17 
7 
4 
1 
it 
31 
According to the Terman (1916) classification, this group would be ar-
• 
ranged. as follows: 35, very superior; 34, superior; 59, normal or average} 
31, dull; 17, borderline deficienoy; 12, feeb1e-minded. An analy'sis of 
Table II reveals tba~ 6 or approximately' 3% are classified as genius, and 12 
or approximately' f:II, belong to the feeble-minded. '!'his group is not typical 
of the normal population (nor of a clinical population) since it deals only 
with those who take special achievement tests. 
a-
Table III shows the grade placement of the group. 
TABLE III 
GRADE PLACDIENT OF THE 193 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDI 
Grade Number 
12. · . . . · . . . · . · . · . . • • 1 
II •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 1 
10 • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . • • 
8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4 • • • • • • • · . . • • • • • • • • • 
3 •• • • • · . . . . • • • • • • • • • 
2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
1 ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
15 
22 
20 
22 
25 
25 
16 
10 
3 
9 Ungraded 
Total • • • • • • • • • · . . .. . • • • • 193 
It 
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Table III reveals that 179 or 92% of the group are distribuied between 
the second and tenth grades. The two cases in the 11th and 12th grades, 
respectivelf, were referred to the Center for vocational guidance. 
One hundred eighty-four attended the various private high schools or 
the parish schools of the Archdiocese. The balance, from the Chicago public 
schools, are in ungraded divisions. 
The records of the Center show a larger proportion of first-grade ch1l-
• 
dren referred for p~chological service than is represented in this studJ. 
Although the stanrord-Binet was adJdnistered to each, some were given Gates 
Primar,y Reading Tests. ~ who were non-readers were given the Metropolitan 
Readiness Test. 
A list of the number of schools attended by' the studied group is given 
in the following table. 
• 
TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY THE 193 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
Number of Schools Attended Number 
9 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
8 • • • • • · . . . • • • • • • •• 4 
7 •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
6 • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • :3 
5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
:3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · . • 31 
2 • • •• • • • • • •••••••• 
1 • • • 
TotAl 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 50 
• • 71 
193 
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Loutitt (op. cit.) points out that school is not aere:q a })4ce where 
.. 
the chUd goes to absorb a certain amount of knowledge; simu! taneous:q "i th 
such activitT, he has to learn to adjust to his teacher, classmates, teaching 
methods, and academic requirements of all sorts. Adjustment takes time; ~ 
children maT require months, a semester, or ~Tear. Ever" transfer demands 
a new adjustment. As indicated in Table IV, l22 or 61% of this group at-
tended two or more schools. Manr reasons for transferring were listed. The 
• 
most common were: . (1) poor adjustment, (2) repetition of grade, and t~) in-
abUiV to adjust. 
Table V presents chronological age in relation to grade placement. 
TABLE V 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE IN RELATION TO GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE 193 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
Negative Deviation from Grade Placement • • • • • 119 
No Deviation from Grade Placement. • • • • • •• 63 
Positive Deviation from Grade Placement • • • • • 2 
Number in Ungraded Divisions • • • • • • • • • • 9 
'l'ota.l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 193 
Retardation, indicated in the above table as negative deviation, and 
It 
acceleration, as positive deviation, were computed, as explained in Chapter 
III, from a Menta.l Age and Grade Expectation Table. A retardation or accel-
eration of one full Tear was considered the minimum in reckoning deviation. 
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As gleaned trom this table, 63 or approximateJ¥ one-third ot ~ group, 
show normal grade placeDlent. S~-one of the 119 who reveal a negative 
deviation were 'retarded one year; 43 show a two-year retardation; 9 and 5 
deviate three and tour years respectiveJ¥. An intensive reading program. ftS 
recomaemed tor 84 ot the group whose retardation ft.S attributed to reading 
disability. Since in general, promotion is in accordance with chronological 
age, it is Dot surprising that o~ two are accelerated. The nine in the UD-
... 
graded diT1siGns attem public schools where special classes are avaUable. 
'.these are listed separatel1', although it could be assuaed that they are 
academicall1' retarded. 
mente 
!he tollowing table tabulates the mental age in relation to grade place-
TABLE VI 
MENTAL AGE IN RELATION TO GRADE PLACl!2mf'l' OF THE 19.3 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE Plm3ENT STUDY 
Negative Deviation from Grade Placement • • • • • • • • • 110 
10 Deviation trom Grade Placement •••• • • • • • • • • 37 
Positive Deviation trom Grade Placement • • • • • • • • • 37 
lumber in Ungraded Divisions. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
Total • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 193 
As was previousl1' stated, since promotion is more in accordance with 
chronological age than with mental age, discrepanc.y in grading is less for 
the tormer than tor the latter. Apparent~ this accounts tor the fact that 
110, who have the abUiv to work bey'ond. their present grade placement, show 
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a negative deviation trom. grade placeJIent, and 37, who have not the abUiv 
4.· 
to do the work of their present grade placement, show a positive deviation. 
Table VII indicates the measures at central tendency and variability at 
the chronological age, mental age, intelligence quotient, and grade placement. 
TABLE m 
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY .AlID VARIABILITY OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, 
MENTAL AGE, INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT, .AlID GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE 
193 CHILDREN REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
lo 
10th-90th 
No. S.D. Mean Med. Range Percentile 
Ranlze 
C.A. 193 2.79 12-2 12-3 6-20 8-16 
M.A. 193 3.51 12-1 11-6 5-20 7-17 
I.Q •. 193 22.30 102.30 103.61 46-194 7.3-129 
Grade I 193 2.68 6.5 5.8 I 1-12 I 2-9 
Table VII is, so to speak, a composite statistical ana~sis of TaQles I, 
n, and III. A comparison ot the measures ot central tendency and variabili-
.. 
ty ot the chronological and mental ages reveals no striking variance. Upon 
inspection, the mean I.Q. suggests that the group is typical ot the normal. 
However, the standard deviation, indicating that 6a% of the group range be-
tween 80 and 124 I.Q., and the 10th-90th percentile range, showing that o~ 
80% have I.Q. 's between 73 and 129, are not characteristic ot a normal ire-
quenc,y-distribution curve. 
Although Tables V and VI manifest to some extent the relationship between 
chronological age, mental age, and grade placement, they' do not show the simi-
laritq or variabUitq ot that relationship. This is indicated in Table VIII, 
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.hicb presents the correlation between grade placement and chronological age,! 
.ental age, and intelligence quotient respectivelJ". 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATION BETlEErf THE IIDTAL AGE, CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, 
AND GRADE PLACl!JI!ft OF THE 19..3 CHILDREN BEPRESENTPD IN THE PRFSENT STUD! 
M.A. Vs. Grade Placellent 
C.A. Vs. Grade Placement 
No. 
~ 
19..3 
19..3 
r 
.66 ! .0..3 
According to Table VIII, a substantial relationship exists betlreen men-
tal age and grade placement. A s1m11 ar relationship is indicated in the 
correlation between chronological age and grade placement. The fact that 4S 
or 25% of the group show a retardation of more than two years appears to be 
.. 
a factor influencing the correlation. 
Tables I to VIII tabulate facts that are fairly' representative of the 
group. Tables IX to XII present comparative data of the vocabul.a.r,y of the 
Stanford-BiRet Scale and the Word Meaning of the various forms of the 
Stanford Achievement Tests, adainistered individua.lJ.¥ to the group. Prior to 
dividing the group according to the form of achievelll8nt test taken, the vo-
cabular,y scores of the Stanford-Binet Scale were correlated with the mental 
age. Table IX presents the relationship. 
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TABLE II 
• CORRELATION BETWEEN mE MENTAL AGE AND THE VOCABULARY SCORES OF THE 
193 CHILDREN REPRESE~ II !BE PRESENT STUDY 
Mental Age Vs. Revised S'tantord-Binet 
Vocabular,y Scores 
No. 
193 
r 
.84 ± .02 
A glance at Table n reveals a tair~ high relationship between mental 
age and the vocabular,r scores 01' the Stantord~inet. This coincides with 
Terman (op. cit.) who claims that the correlation between mental age and the 
vocabular,r 01'. the scale for single age groups range trom .65 to .91 with an 
average 01'.81. 
'!'hree standards are used to compare the vocabular,r ot the intelligence 
scale with the word meaning ot the achievement test, name~: measures 01' cen-
, 
tral tendency, variability, and correlation. The former two are illustrated 
in Table X. 
TABLE X 
IlEABURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF THE VOCABULARY SCORES OF THE 
REVISED STANFORD-BINET fEST AND fBE WORD MEANING SCORES OF THE VARIOUS 
FORJIS OF THE STANFoRD ACHIEVEHENT TEST ADMINISTERED TO THE 
193 CHILDRER REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
10th-9Qth 
Test No. lean ledian S.D. Range Percentile 
R.aD2e 
Stantord-Binet 57 10.07 9.89 3·42 3-17 5-15 
Stanford Primary, 57 12.75 10.30 9.75 2-39 4-29 
Form D 
Stantord-Binet 14 20.21 20.30 5.10 1.3-25 9-23 
Stanford Advanced, 14 26.95 21.00 12.60 10-47 6-45 
Form E 
Stanford-Binet 122 16.75 16.45 5.60 5-30 9-24 
New Stanford, 122 40.50 39.45 19.90 1-74 15-68 
Formfii V and W 
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As indicated in this table, the meau and medians of the Stanford-Binet 
• 
are similar. A comparison of the means and medians of the Stanford Achieve-
ment Tests shows the largest discrepancy in the Stanford Advanced, Form E. 
In comparing the mean vocabul.ar7 of the Stanford-Binet Scale and the mean 
word meaning of the various forms of the Stanford Achievement, the greatest 
variability is in the New Stanford, Forms V and W. The standard deviations 
of the three achievement tests are all larger than those of the inte1ligence 
• 
test. All three groups defined less worels on the Stantord-Binet Scale than 
the,y did on the Stanford AChievement Test. Reasons for differences are ob-
vious, since procedures of the two tests are basical.ly different. 
In order to clarifY the comparative data presented above, several tac-
tors have to be considered. For example, the children who were given the 
Stanford Primary can be classified into three distinct groups. In the first 
are those who belong to the normal primar,r group. The second group is com-
posed of feeble-minded children with an estimated primary grade achievement' 
it 
level. The third group comprises children of average and higher mentality, 
who show notable reading deficiency. 
The older children to whom the Advanced E Test ,was administered were re-
ferred to the clinic principallJr because of behavior difficulty or for voca-
tiona! guidance. 
Those to whom the New Stanford Test was given, being a larger random 
sample, are more representative of a clinical population. Therefore, in the 
pages that to1low, primary attention will be given to this group, although 
material concerning the other groups is presented for a complete picture. 
'fable n tabulates the correlation of the vocabulary of the Stanford-
Binet Scale and the Word Meaning of the ~ioU8 achievement tests. 
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TABLE n 
• 
CORRELATION B~ljfiEEN THE VOCABULARY SCORES OF THE REVISED STANFOJIDi.BINET TEST 
AND THE WORD MEANING OF THE VARIOUS FORMS OF THE STANFORD 
ACHIEVItlIENT TEST OF THE 193 CHILDREN 
REPRESENTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
Tests No. r 
Stanford-Binet Vs. Stanford PrimarJr, 57 .37~ .11 
Form D 
Stanford-Binet Vs. Stanford Advanced, l4 + .76 _ .11 
Form E 
Stanford-Binet Va. New Stanford 122 + .81- .02 
Forms V and W 
As shown in this table, some relationship is evident between the vocabu-
lary of the Stanford-Binet and the Word Meaning of the Stanford Primary, 
Form D. Although the Primary Form is primarily intended for the children of 
the primary grades, 8.S stated previously, the psychologist ordinarily gave 
this form to an;y child, regardless of age or grade placement, who showed 
serious retardation on the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs. The results of the 
oral reading test showed that 51 of the 57 who took the Primary Achievement 
Test were reading on the first, second, or third grade level. The balance 
were reading on the fourth grade level. Judging from these figures, reading 
retardation probably accounts for the low correlation, although unknown fac-
tors mq also be contributing. The nature of the sample prevents the attach-
ing of too much importance to this correlation. 
As indicated in Table n, 8. substantial relationship exists between the. 
vocabulary of the Stanford-Binet Seale and the Word Meaning of the Stanford 
Achievement Test, Form E. Since only 14 eases are represented in this group, 
the statistical significance of the figures presented is ot course negligible. 
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A fairly high correlation exists between the vocabul8.l7 of toe Stanford-
Binet Scale and the Word lIeaning of the group who took the Hew Stanford 
, 
Achievement Test. This group, aa wUl be shc:nm in Table XII, seemed more 
representative of a random sample, at least of a child clinic population. 
Further comparative data about this latter group are presented in Table 
XII. This table tabulates the correlation of the chronological age and mental 
age with grade placement, reading grade of paragraph meaning, and reading 
grade of word meaning respectivel1. 
TABLE III 
CORRELATION BETWEEN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, AND GRADE PLACDIENT 
CHBONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, AND READING AGE OF PARAGRAPH MEANING, 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, AND READING AGE OF WORD IlEANING 
OF THE 193 CHILDREN REPRESmTED IN THE PRESENT STUDY 
10. r 
C.A. Va. Grade Placement 122 .57 ± .06 
M.A. Vs. Grade Placement 122 .58 ± .06 
C.A. Vs. Reading Grade of Paragraph Meaning 122 6 + .. • 3 - .08 
M.A. Vs. Reading Grade of Paragraph Meaning 
" 
122 .79 ± .08 
C.A. Vs. Reading Grade of Word Meaning 122 .47 ± .07 
M.A. Vs. Reading Grade of Word Meaning 122 .74 ± .02 
Table XII presents a composite picture of the group who took the Hew 
Stanford. Chronological.ly, this group ranges from 6 to 20 Tears and mentall1 
from 7 to 20 Tears. Grade placement extends from 2 to 10. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOIS 
The purpose of this investigation was to,compare the vocabular,y of the 
Revised Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test with the Word Meaning of the Stan-
ford Achievement Test, the former requiring an oral response to each word 
presented, the latter, a printed multiple-cho!ce procedure depending upon 
reading abUity. These tests bad been administered 1ndividual.l1" to a selec-
ted group ot children referred for ps,ychological service to the Lo,yola 
Center. 
Educational and psychological information about the group were collected 
trom. the fUes of the Loyola Center for ChUd Guidance. The data were ar-
ranged in tables. To show the relationship between the vocabularies, corre-
lation, measures of central tendency and measures of variabUity were used. 
In this stuq, no attempt has been made to generalize be,yond the limits 
justified by the evidence presented. The conclusions apply only to this 
group. 
In 8UII1D8.1"izing the results, it mtq' be advisable to heed the warning of 
Freeman (8) regarding the caution necessary in interpreting the results of 
correlation even though the most reliable statistical methods are used. 
Harmon (op. cit.) claims that at 'times refined statistical a.nal.Tsis with 
correlation coefficients and other indices giving an appearance of exactness 
and scientific precision mq be false and misleading. Since statistics 
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represent quantitative data, one ~ of counteracting misrepresentations is 
to describe the relationship or nonrelationship in terms of qualitative data 
related to the investigation. In this stud1' the qualitative data were edu-
cational and psychological factors influencing the achievement of the group. 
An analTsis of the reading disabilitT of'the group to whom the Stanford 
Primary, Fora D was administered, indicated that 53 per cent were severel1' 
retarded, showing from three to five years deficienOT in both silent and oral 
a. 
reading. A study of the individuals in the group further revealed that man;y 
were given special diagnostic tests, followed by intensive remedial work. 
The educational fector ot non-promotion showed further evidence about 
the reading problem. Sixty"-one percent of the group repeated at least one 
of the primar,y grades. Since reading disability is one of the principal 
reasons wlGr children are retained, it is highlT probable that this group was 
no exception to the rule. 
Reading disability was further evidenced in the fact that the Psycholo-
gists, recognizing the reading retardation of the children, administered 
primar,y tests in preference to intermediate or advanced reading tests. 
Rel1'ing only upon the above facts, one might conclude that reading dis-
ability probably influenced the vocabular.T scores. However, a careful 
anal¥sis showed that the group to whom the Stanford Pri.mal:7, Form D was ad-
ministered could be classified into three divisions. In the first were those 
who belonged to the normal primar.1 group. !he second group was composed ot 
older teeble-minded and border-line children with an estimated primary grade 
achievement. The third group comprised children of average and high mental-
ity who showed notable reading deficienOT. 
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To conclude that because the third division showed reading deficienc,y 
• 
the vocabulary of the entire group was affected, would be illogical. 
The nature of the sample to whom the Stanford Advanced, Form E was 
administered prevented the attaching of too much importance to the education-
al and psychological factors influencing the group •. 
Those to whom the Bew Stanford Test was given, being a larger random 
sample, were more representative of a clinical population. However, the wide 
range of mental and chronological ages, and scholastic achievement, made it 
impossible to reach arJ¥ definite conclusions concerning the influence of 
reading upon the vocabular,y scores of the group. 
Turning to the more qualitative aspects recorded in the case histories 
by the psychologists who administered the tests, it seems that certain psy-
chological factors, such as emotional strain, inhibited some of the children'E 
oral response on the Binet. Retarded readers, trying to "decipher words" 
on the achievement test also exhibited emotional stress. Natura.l.lJr, the 
statistical data of the study fail to describe the behavior of the ch1ldrert, 
and yet these reactions form an integral part of the children's mode of re-
sponse. 
The most important outcome of this st~ was a realization that the in-
adequac,y of the collected data is compensated by the fact that each child 
when referred to the Loyola Center bad received individual attention. His 
assets and liabilities were both considered by the psychologist who adminis-
tered the tests. Each child had been studied from JDa1V' points of view. 
P~sical and mental enO.o1fJllent, as well as social, emotional, and moral capa-
44 
bilities were and are s,ynthesized in eTer" case studied at the La.r~la Center 
for Child Guidance. Final.17, as a Catholic agency- its methods of treating 
and correcting conduct disorders and other maladjustments, takes into account 
" the true nature of the child and the iaportance of supernatural helps. 
It 
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